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Affected by global warming and regional geological conditions, the combined effects of permafrost
melting, and extreme weather events may induce landslides in permafrost regions (Wang et al.,
2018; Patton et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020). The research team took the Bei’an to the Heihe
expressway, to the study area which is located in the southern boundary of the permafrost zone in
northeastern China. Through comprehensive investigation and fixed-point monitoring, the
influence of climate change on landslides in the study area was analyzed. The results show
that permafrost melting, and seasonal concentrated precipitation are the main causes of landslide
movement (Shan et al., 2015).

Juanico (2016) believes that human engineering activities, rapid population growth, rapid
urbanization, and an urban heat island effect in Sunwu, near the study area, may be important
reasons for the increase in air temperature in the study area. To improve the problems mentioned
above, the research team installed meteorological stations near the study area, and, combined with
data from the National Meteorological Station on surface temperature in the Sunwu area andMODIS
data, it was found that the increasing trend of surface temperature obtained from the National
Meteorological Station in Sunwu was higher than that obtained from theMODIS data, which may be
due to the influence of the urban heat island effect and human activities on the surface temperature
observation points of the National Meteorological Station in Sunwu. However, the areas far away
from the densely populated areas of Sunwu are relatively less affected (Study area k161 + 440 is
9.5 km away from the edge of Sunwu, k177 + 550 is 16.9 km away from the edge of Sunwu), as shown
in Figures 1A,G. In addition, since 2004, the surface melting index near the study area has increased
significantly; the surface freezing index and the surface freezing number have shown a significant
downward trend. Affected by factors such as rising air temperature, the remaining shallow
permafrost in the study area may be completely thawed, as shown in Figure 1B (Guo et al.,
2020; Shan et al., 2020a; Shan et al., 2020b).

In addition, China’s population, economy, and urbanization are mainly concentrated in
eastern and southern areas, while population growth and economic development in the Sunwu
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FIGURE 1 | Permafrost degradation, population, urbanization, and landslide distribution near the study area. (A) Surface temperature changes of the Sunwu area,
including the data of Sunwu national weather station andMODIS data (Guo et al., 2020; Shan et al., 2020b). (B)Changes of surface freezing, thawing index, and freezing
number from 1960 to 2019. The calculation method is shown in reference (Guo et al., 2020; Shan et al., 2020b). (C) Population changes and the growth rate of
Heilongjiang Province, China. (D) Changes of the urban population and rural population in Heilongjiang Province. (E) GDP of different industries in Sunwu County
(Primary industry: agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fishery, etc., Secondary industry: mining, manufacturing, electricity, gas and water production and supply,
construction, etc., Tertiary industry: transportation, storage and postal industry, information transmission, computer service and software industry, etc.). (F) Added value
of different industries in different cities in Heilongjiang Province (Primary industry, Second industry, Tertiary industry). (G) The straight-line distance between Sunwu
County and the observation points at K161 + 440 and K177 + 550 in the study area and the pictures of landslides at K177 + 550 [landslides (1), (2), (3), (4)].
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(located in Heihe City, Heilongjiang Province) in northern
China are relatively slow, and some areas even show negative
growth (Hua, 2018). Since 1971, the population growth rate of
Heilongjiang Province has shown a gradual decline, and there
has been a negative population growth from 2013 to 2018
(Figure 1C). Rural populations are moving to urban areas in
large numbers, and the population of rural areas has
significantly decreased (Figure 1D). In addition, Heihe City
accounts for a relatively small proportion of industries in
Heilongjiang Province (Figure 1F). The Sunwu area is
mainly dominated by primary and tertiary industries.
Although the proportion of secondary industry has increased
(Figure 1E), the overall trend of change is slow. Therefore,
urbanization and industrialization of the Sunwu area are
relatively slow, and the corresponding urban heat island
effect is relatively weak and has little impact on the
surrounding environment. In addition, although the
development of primary industries in the Sunwu area will
cause damage to some areas, there are few population
activities near the study area, and land for agriculture and
forestry is scarce, so the development of primary industries has
relatively little impact on the environment of the study area.

Juanico (2016) believes that human activities can lead to
landslides. In addition to ongoing construction works, vehicle
vibrations along the highway may generate enough power to
trigger landslides in previously undisturbed areas (Moreiras,
2004). Continuous precipitation, even at non trend rates,
combined with vibration loads, can drive landslide activity
regardless of permafrost thawing (Juanico et al., 2008).

The vehicle load on expressways is mainly a point vibration,
and the vibration intensity attenuation formula is shown in Eq. 1
(Xia, 2010). Through Eq. 1, it can be seen that the damping ratio
of soil has a significant impact on vibration intensity attenuation.

Ar � A0r
−ne−2πf βcr/c (1)

Where, A0 is the amplitude of the base point near the vibration
source (m); Ar is the amplitude of the place where the distance
from the vibration source is r (m); βc is the damping ratio of the
soil medium; f is the vibration frequency; c is the propagation
velocity; n is the coefficient, n � 0.5 for surface wave, and n � 2 for
solid wave in elastic half space.

Studies have shown that the combination of coarse and fine
particles within a moderate range of soil (Cui and Jing, 2019; Song
et al., 2020) and the melting of frozen soil will increase the damping
ratio of the soil (Sun et al., 2017). The soil composition in the study
area contains both fine-grained structures such as clay and coarse-
grained structures such as gravelly sandstone. After observation, it
was found that the frozen soil layer near the study area is gradually
degrading (Shan et al., 2020a), which leads to a higher damping ratio
of the soil in the study area, resulting in a faster attenuation of traffic
load and a smaller spreading distance. In addition, statistics on
landslides near K177 + 550 in the study area found that not only do
landslides exist in the area close to the highway, but also in areas far
away from the road (845.86m). There is basically no human activity,
so the impact of traffic vibration load on the landslide in the study
area is relatively small.

Matano (2016) believes that the interaction between the effects
of ongoing climate change and construction of the highway on
the permafrost conditions was not addressed in the study.
Further, the slope instabilities along non-frozen slope sections
induced by highway construction and extension work should also
be considered.

In response to the above problems, we have observed the
permafrost thickness, air temperature, and ground temperature
near study area k161 + 440 for many years and found that the
ongoing climate change and construction of the highway led to a
rise in the ground temperature, and then led to the gradual
degradation of the permafrost (Guo et al., 2020). In addition,
through the investigation, it was found that for the slope section in
the non-frozen area, the construction of a highway will disturb the
original soil structure and cause new landslides, and for the old
landslide area it will cause the old landslide to slide again (Shi et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2021; Shan et al., 2021).

Juanico (2016) believes that the growth process of human
settlements can directly or indirectly induce geomorphic
evolution on a local scale, and greenhouse gas emissions from
industrial production leads to climate warming, which may
increase the speed of geomorphic processes such as landslides.

We found that during every spring in the study area, a large
amount of methane gas is released, which mainly comes from the
release of geological methane and microbial methane production
in permafrost, and the release of this part of greenhouse gas will
lead to an increase of air temperature, it will accelerate the
degradation of permafrost, will then play a role in promoting
global warming, and also lead to geomorphic changes (Shan et al.,
2020a; Shan et al., 2020b; Shan et al., 2021).

In summary, it can be seen that human engineering
activities, the urban heat island effect, rapid population
growth, and rapid urbanization have relatively little impact
on the air temperature rise in the study area. The air
temperature rise near the study area is mainly affected by
global warming and the release of greenhouse gases after the
degradation of permafrost. The degradation of the permafrost,
caused by the air temperature rise and human engineering
activities, will further lead to landslides. The main driving force
behind landslides in the study area is permafrost degradation
caused by global warming.
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